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Introduction 

As the high school football coach in his small, rural Maryland town, Dean 

is a hero who reorganized the athletic program and brought the state 

championship to the community. When he married Nicole, the beloved 

town sweetheart, he seemed to have it all—until his troubled wife 

committed suicide. Now, everything Dean thought he knew is thrown off 

kilter as Nicole’s death forces him to re-evaluate all of his relationships, 

including those with his team and his three children. 

Dean’s eleven-year old son, Robbie, is withdrawing at home and running away from school. Bry, 

who is only eight, is struggling to understand his mother’s untimely death and his place in the 

family. Eighteen-year-old Stephanie, a freshman at Swarthmore, is torn between her new 

identity as a rebellious and sophisticated college student, her responsibility towards her 

brothers, and reeling from missing her mother. As Dean struggles to continue to lead his team 

to victory in light of his overwhelming personal loss, he must fix his fractured family—and 

himself. When a new family emergency arises, Dean discovers that he’ll never view the world in 

the same way again. 

Transporting readers to the heart of small town America, Home Field is an unforgettable, 

poignant story about the pull of the past and the power of forgiveness. 

Questions for Discussion 

 

1. Aside from a pure and genuine love of the game, what do you think Dean gets out of his 
team that he doesn’t get from his home life?  

 
2. The author sets the story in 1996. How does this choice affect the tone and atmosphere 

of the novel? How did it affect your reading?  
 

3. Both Stephanie and her brothers have an episode with their mother’s clothing after her 
death. What do the differences in their responses mean to you? How are they using the 
clothes to cope with their loss?  
 

4. Do you think Dean made the right choice in stepping down from his position? Why or 
why not?  

 



 
 

 
5. Do you think Stephanie made the right choice in going to college right away? Why or 

why not?  
 

6. Do you think Dean and Laura end up together? Why or why not?  
 

7. A particularly evocative memory Stephanie has of her mother involves stopping by the 
side of the road to eat a peach. Why is this image so powerful? What does it signify?  

 
8. Another very evocative memory is of Nicole being unable to cut a lemon and Stephanie 

pulling over to the side of the road to cry. Why do you think this is such a successful 
illustration of depression? How does it complement the moment with the peach?  

 
9. Do you relate to Stephanie’s experience in her first months of college? Why or why not?  

 
10. One of the most heartbreaking moments in the book is when Jessica’s mom is speaking 

with Dean and unwittingly begins talking about Nicole, referring to her as “that sweet 
woman.” Why is this moment so powerful? What is the author trying to show us? 

 
11. What are some of the leitmotifs the author employs in her writing and how do they work 

to advance the themes of the novel? 


